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Abstract
　This study discusses using Japanese literature as teaching materials in 
Japanese classrooms. The inclusion of literature in Japanese language teaching 
（JLT） will provide students with the opportunities to experience and use the 
language more creatively and to develop greater awareness of the language, 
this world, and their lives. Literature can play a significant role in university 
JLT classrooms, and it should undoubtedly be integrated as an essential part 
of JLT. However, in Japan, the materials and classroom activities focus on the 
referential function of the language and do not offer opportunities for imaginative 
involvement. From a wider educational perspective, poetry in particular 
will represent a challenge within JLT. It seems to have the unique, essential 
ability to enrich learners' emotional lives. Through efforts to read a variety of 
defamiliarized expressions, learners will have opportunities for flexible tolerance 
and tranquil reflection. More research is required to explore the potential for 
literature as materials, to find out what types of texts teachers should choose, 
and how and in what ways literature should be used in the language classroom.
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　第二外国語学習への文学教材の導入について、Hall（2005）は「Claims for value of 
literature in second language teaching」として以下の様に整理している。（Hall  2005：
48； Hanauer  2001：90-391）
　①affective arguments （pleasurable, motivating, personalising）
　②cultural arguments （cultural knowledge, intercultural experience）
　③ psycholinguistic arguments （‘focus on form’, discourse processing skills-inferencing, 








































































　“I’ve had good feedback from lessons on poetry. I’ve had students come up to me after 
class, after struggling with poems and had them saying to me I didn’t understand it, but 
now I get it and it is so cool. There’s that ‘Aha!’ moment, this reveal that goes into it that 
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